
 

ZWCAD 2018 SP2 Special Package Release Note 

   32bit :  VERNUM= 2018.06.13(33600)_Win32  
64bit  : VERNUM= 2018.06.13(33600)_x64  

Language: CHT  

Bug Fixes 
 

There are 18 bug fixes in this special package. 
 

ID Description 

671 Shape: Exported information of shape file is incomplete 

8441 
Plot\pc5: after saving file as pc5 file, the title bar of plotter configuration editor is not 
updated 

8672 Workspace: Invalid to click ‘Show Current Space Label’ 

T14492 tab: some options are missing in the right-click menu of draiwng tabs of ZWCAD 2018 

T14300 arcsum: On 2017, arcsum has wrong result 

10771 CUI\XP: Cannot move the command to the place on XP to customize UI 

T16841 
linetype：Loading attachment line file, the program prompts error and can not load all 

line types 

12983 
Options\linetype: After deleting support path of %appdata% in options dialog then 
execute linetype command to load linetype, program crash 

11843 
Plot: While saving a pc5, no message to notice user to cover the same name’s pc5 
file or not 

11172 
Xref\XLOADPATH：When XLOADPATH is set to limited, Xref unable to display 

correctly 

11556 
xloadpath\xref：When xload path is empty, open the drawing containing the external 

reference file, the external display is not normal, but only shows the path  

11623 Xref\bind: Xref does not display while binding the xref after inserted it. 

12498 
xref/xloadpath: When xref search path contain xref drawing path, inserted xref display 
as path details 

12683 
xref：Attachment drawings are not displayed after the overloaded external 

parameters.  

12696 
xref: When insert xref drawing attached in the relative path, xref manager unable to 
display nesting details 

13071 
Plot\SHPGL\LHPGL：Plt file ploted by SHPGL\LHPGL in ZWCAD unable to imported 

in Genusis 

13073 The mirror of image for vertical is incorrect  



13166 
Plot\SHPGL\LHPGL：Body with weight in plt format ploted by SHPGL\LHPGL printer 

will appear extra unnecessary lines when imported to Genusis. 

 
 

Limitation and notes 
 

The special package is only provided to fix the bugs above, and there is no digital 
signature. So it is suggested to send it to customers who have such issues only.  
 
There is no online or offline update for special package as well, which means the 
older version cannot online or offline update to this version, or this version gets 
updated technically. 
 
Except that, this special package is available for users to use as the same as other 
formal versions. 

 
 

Download links 
 
ZWCAD_2018_CHT_Win_32bit 
http://dl.zwsoft.com/zwcad/products/ZWCAD/Special_Packages/2018.06.13(3360
0)/ZWCAD_2018_CHT_Win_32bit.exe 
 
ZWCAD_2018_CHT_Win_64bit 
http://dl.zwsoft.com/zwcad/products/ZWCAD/Special_Packages/2018.06.13(3360
0)/ZWCAD_2018_CHT_Win_64bit.exe 
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